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Abstract— Industrial distributed networked control systems
use different communication networks to exchange different
critical levels of information. Real-time control, fault diag-
nosis (FDI) and Fault Tolerant Networked Control (FTNC)
systems demand one of the more stringent data exchange
in the communication networks of these networked control
systems (NCS).

When dealing with large-scale complex NCS, designing
FTNC systems is a very difficult task due to the large
number of sensors and actuators spatially distributed and
network connected. To solve this issue, a FTNC platform
and toolbox are presented in this paper using simple and
verifiable principles coming mainly from a decentralized de-
sign based on causal modelling partitioning of the NCS and
distributed computing using multi-agent systems paradigm,
allowing the use of agents with well established FTC
methodologies or new ones developed taking into account
the NCS specificities.

The multi-agent platform and toolbox for FTNC systems
have been built in Matlab/Simulink� environment, which
is in our days the scientific benchmark for this kind of
research. Although the tests have been performed with a
simple case, the results are promising and this approach is
expected to succeed with more complex processes.

Index Terms— Networked control systems, Fault-tolerant
systems design, Decentralized design, Multi-agent systems,
Graph partitioning

I. INTRODUCTION

Fault management and maintenance systems are today
an important part of the automation process in every
factory, they should include the knowledge about failure
modes and their causes and also, they should give, as soon
as possible, information about the presence of faults in
the processes. This is the task of responding to abnormal
events in a process, which involves the timely detection
of an abnormal event, diagnosing its causal origins and
then taking appropriate supervisory control decisions and
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actions to bring the process back to a normal, safe,
operating state or, at least, with minimal process operation
degradation. Resuming, these are the fault tolerant control
(FTC) systems (Fig. 1).

It is this kind of supervision and control activity that, in
the last decades, the scientific community in collaboration
with industry, try to make it more and more automatic and
human free. Fault-tolerance should be a key requirement
for the control of modern processes [1]. Several differ-
ent methods and techniques to deal with FTC systems
can be found in the literature [2]–[4]. However, these
methods and systems normally are globally designed and
centralized, not being possible to use information and col-
laboration of different FTC stages to achieve a common
goal. At the same time, the industrial processes usually
are complex, physically distributed and heterogeneous,
imposing a modular (physical or functional modules) and
decentralised approach. Thus, there exist a need of new
FTC systems in the actual industry and it will be a
good option to make use of the Distributed Artificial
Intelligence (DAI) techniques. Namely, the methodologies
based on the multi-agent systems (MAS) can be a good
option to create a distributed, modular and collaborative
FTC system for the industrial processes [5]–[7].

Also, technological advances are delivering devices that

Figure 1. Typical centralised FTC system.
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have sensing and communication capabilities embedded
in the physical world. The communication network is
often adopted in many control and management systems
to fulfil the information exchange and control signal
transmission among system components. This type of
systems, named networked control systems (NCSs) are
systems whose sensors, actuators, estimator units, and
control units are connected through communication net-
works having a pervasive mixed data flow with both
time-critical data (periodic variables and events) and non-
critical data (messages), as in the Fig. 2. The study
of NCSs is an emerging interdisciplinary research area,
combining among others control theory, communication
theory and computer science. Significant research work
has been done within the last decade on NCSs, making
available systematic stability analysis and design tools
from a different point of view, [8], [9].

This type of system has the advantage of greater flexi-
bility, reliability and testability with respect to traditional
control systems and enhances resource utilization. Also,
it allows reducing wiring, as well as lower installation
cost. It also permits greater agility in diagnosis and
maintenance procedures. As any other system, NCSs are
subject to faults or malfunctions or simply performance
deterioration of equipments, network or processes, forcing
to interrupt the normal operation and, if not detected in
early stages, frequently leading to expensive repairs. To
avoid performance deteriorations or components damage
and humans risks or, at a larger scale, ecological disasters,
faults have to be found as quickly as possible and actions
that stop the propagation of their effects have to be
taken. These actions should be carried out by appropriate
control equipment through a fault diagnosis (FDI) system
to detect (FD - Fault Detection), isolate (FI) and identify
the kind of fault and its severity, and an appropriate tuning
or re-design (FR) of the control algorithm that adapts to
the faulty plant condition. If these actions are successful,
the system operation will be satisfied and performance
fully recovered, or slightly decreased in cases of serious
faults. Examples of such NCSs can be seen in aircrafts,
cars, building supervision, manufacturing plants and many
other common systems.

In this paper, it is proposed an innovative FTC system,

Figure 2. Networked control system.

relatively to the traditional methodologies that have been
used, in the last years [2]–[4], [10], [11], a Fault Tolerant
Networked Control System based on Multi-agent Systems
(FTNCS-MAS). It is proposed a new platform and tool-
box for the FTC design in complex NCSs, having in mind
their distributed nature, using the distributed computing
power given by software agents organized in society,
forming a multi-agent system spread through the NCS,
and minimizing the number of critical communications
needed among parts of the system to guarantee safe
operation and performance even in faulting conditions,
an approach like the Fig. 3. It is a hybrid framework
involving simultaneously decentralized and centralized
topology, independent of the methodologies used to tackle
the FTC design. This platform resembles a shell to be
fulfilled with FTC methodologies devised for centralized
FTC problems or new ones directly developed taking into
account the specificity of the NCS under study.

The paper is organised as follows. After the Intro-
duction, Section II presents the multi-agent architecture
used in this work. Section III describes the new tool-
box proposed and the implementation of the new multi-
agent platform for FTC systems. Section IV presents
the benchmark used for test bed of the new platform
and introduces the optimal partitioning, needed for im-
plementing the proposed FTC multi-agent architecture in
order to minimize critical data communications within the
NCS. In Section V some platform tests and results are
presented and discussed. And finally in the section VI
some conclusion remarks are given.

II. MULTI-AGENT ARCHITECTURE

An agent is a computer system that is situated in some
environment and is capable of autonomous action in that
environment in order to meet its design objectives [12].

A multi-agent system (MAS) is, in a simple way, a
problem of putting the agents together (agent organisa-
tion and society) (Fig. 3). Several different multi-agent
architectures can be found in the literature [13]. The
architecture proposed here for the FTNC multi-agent
system is an unilateral relation MAS modified federated
architecture coordinated by facilitators (Fig. 4), where

Figure 3. FTNC multi-agent system.
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Figure 4. The proposed MAS modified federated architecture.

one agent depends on the other, but not vice versa
[14]. The facilitators deal, respectively, with the unilateral
communication between the different FTC task agents,
manage de corresponding task decisions and informs
supervision system agents. In this approach the agents are
simpler, they have task separation but they are not fully
autonomous because they have a facilitator dependency
to communicate. A different approach relies on fully
competition between the agents to achieve the goals,
where there is no need of facilitators to do the negotiation
and coordination between the agents. This approach will
be addressed in future work [15].

In this architecture the FDAn are the fault detection
agents, the FIAn are the fault Isolation and identification
agents, the FDIAn are the fault detection, isolation and
identification agents and FRAn are the fault reconfig-
uration agents which include the accommodation and
reconfiguration tasks. The FDAn and FIAn agents only
have the perception of the process without acting on it,
while the FRAn agents have the perception and pass the
reconfiguration possibility to the FR facilitator. All the
agents have access to the main process data (perception)
through the facilitator and using User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) communications.

The FD, FI and FR facilitators are responsible for the
different task agents communication and for the fault
decision at the different level of the FTNC system. The
FR facilitator has also the decision and actuation on the
main process.

The MAS approach proposed here will bring to
the FTNC system the following advantages: Reliability,
MAS are more fault-tolerant and robust (redundant FTC
agents); Modularity and scalability, instead of adding new
capabilities to a system, agents can be added and deleted
without breaking or interrupting the process; Adaptiv-
ity, agents have the ability to reconfigure themselves
to accommodate new changes and faults; Concurrency,
agents are capable of reasoning and performing tasks
in parallel, which in turn provides more flexibility and

speeds up computation and finally, Dynamics, agents will
dynamically share their resources and decisions to solve
problems.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FTNCS-MAS
PLATFORM

A new platform for a FTNC multi-agent systems must
be in compliance (or at least with minimal requirements)
with some standard rules for agent platforms [16]. In
this case, the standard is FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents) [17], which define a standard model of
an agent platform, as can be seen in the Fig. 5.

Several multi-agent platforms exist [16], [18], [19] to
deal with different problems but none of them to deal with
control systems tolerant to faults using Matlab/Simulink�

environment, which is in our days the scientific bench
to this kind of research. Thus, the implementation of
the FTNCS-MAS platform proposed here is being devel-
oped in MATLAB�, using Simulink�, xPC Target and
Distributed Computing Toolboxes. This last toolbox plus
the MATLAB’s Distributed Computing Engine (MDCE)
ensure the services of a FIPA compliance MAS platform.

Simulink� is the environment for developing all of
platform components, namely: agents, facilitators, process
and supervisors (Fig. 6). Data communication between
the agents is done with the xPC Target’s UDP blocks.
Although, it may be an unreliable way of data transfer,
it is the fastest standard data transmission available.
The MDCE and the respective Distributed Computing
Toolbox, are an easy, fast and reliable way for remote
deployment of the MAS components (agents and facilita-
tors). The parallel job is used, thus giving a secure way
for data transfer between agents, for situations that require
starting, pausing, stopping and/or altering agents or facil-
itators. This is especially good for ensuring that a future

Figure 5. The standard FIPA agent platform

Figure 6. FTNCS-MAS designer toolbox.
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implementation of an automatic platform reconfiguration
can run without losing data in data transfers. An MDCE
worker is assigned to each agent and to each facilitator.

The whole backbone of the platform has been devel-
oped. More specifically, a toolbox for MATLAB� has
been developed, named FTNCS-MAS Designer Toolbox
(Fig. 6). This allows an easy development of any FTNCS-
MAS system, since it automatically sets up the communi-
cations between agents (UDP/IP) and all of the, ready to
use, files for executing the platform. To the developer of a
particular platform is left the task of defining specific con-
figurations, like the computers IP addresses and additional
files to use; the micro-level architecture of the agents,
facilitators and supervisors have to be done manually,
since there are infinite possible configurations for each.
Also, for each agent and facilitator is possible to define the
worker specific script to be executed. This script handles
the execution of the model and can communicate with
other workers. Scripts are already made and prepared for
receiving commands to pause/continue, end or reconfigure
each model.

Fig. 6 shows the Simulink library blocks available.
At the moment, three different MAS architectures are
possible to implement using this toolbox, the autonomous
architecture, the federated architecture, and the so called
modified-federated architecture [15]. To give a better view
of what has been done, in MATLAB/Simulink�, Fig. 7
is a good example of a platform design using the MAS
modified federated architecture, before compilation and
deployment. All arrow lines indicate UDP connections.
Notice that the process and the supervisor blocks are to
be executed outside of the MDCE worker group, thus
allowing better control over what is going on. More agents
can be easily added, as simple as copy-paste-change. The
same goes for the facilitators and supervisors.

The amount of data, to be sent via UDP, has to be
pre-defined manually, since the dimensions of the outputs
are dependent from the variables to be used in the FTC
system. After the platform is designed, double clicking
the available Compile block will activate the compiler
function developed for this toolbox, that will: check if
the design is done accordingly to the imposed limitations;
afterwards will create the final models for each agent; for
the process, it gives the send and receive blocks ready to
be used. It also creates and copies the necessary files for
the platform execution. Once compilation is complete, the
platform is ready for deployment.

One additional detail about the UDP connections done
by the compiler: to each send port Simulink block is
associated an UDP port; when the data to be sent is less
than or equal to 512 byte, data broadcast mode is used (IP
address 255.255.255.255), but when it is more than 512
byte, dedicated UDP send blocks are automatically added.
The toolbox is already prepared for a future possibility of
an online full system reconfiguration, requiring only that
the model reconfiguration algorithm is done and called
from the already made scripts assigned to workers.

IV. BENCHMARK

A real benchmark, the AMIRA DTS200 Three Tank
Process, is used to test the platform and FTNC system
proposed. Fig. 8 presents a photo of the process and
hardware used for testing the platform and FTNC systems
proposed in this work.

The plant consists of three plexiglas cylinders T1, T3
and T2. These are connected serially with each other by
cylindrical pipes. Located at T2 is the single so called
nominal outflow valve. The outflowing liquid (usually
distilled water) is collected in a reservoir, which supplies
the pumps B1 and B2. Here the circle is closed. In
case the liquid level of T1 or T2 exceeds this value the
corresponding pump will be switched off automatically.
Q1 and Q2 are the flow rates of the pumps B1 and B2
[20].

The model of the AMIRA DTS200 process is known
and it is derived assuming nominal flow. Using the flow
balance equation,

A
dhi

dt
= ∑

i, j
Qi, j (1)

or each tank Ti results,

A
dh1

dt
= Q1 −Q1,3 (2)

A
dh2

dt
= Q2 −Q2,3 (3)

A
dh3

dt
= Q1,3 +Q2,3 −Q3,0 (4)

Quantities Q1,3, Q2,3 and Q3,0 can be determined using
the generalized Torricelli-rule,

Figure 8. AMIRA DTS200 Three tank system and distributed hardware.
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Figure 7. MAS modified federated architecture, in MATLAB/Simulink�, before compilation and deployment.

Qi, j = αiSnsgn(∆hi, j)(2g|∆hi, j|)1/2 (5)

where the liquid level difference ∆hi, j := hi − h j, g is
the earth acceleration and the function sgn(•) denotes the
sign of the argument.

The pump flow rates Q1 and Q2 denote the input
signals, the liquid levels of T1 and T2 denote the output
signals, which have to be decoupled, of the controlled
plant. The necessary level measurements are carried out
by piezo-resistive difference pressure sensors (PS1, PS2
and PS3). At each of it, a pressure line measures the
pressure of the atmosphere [20].

A. Partition graph for the AMIRA DTS200 benchmark

The causal graph model of the three tank process and
it’s partition can be seen in the Fig. 9. The description of
the graph and the partition methodologies are described
at [21]. Here, it is presented only the new graph partition
and the list of variables involved.

For the case presented here, the AMIRA DTS200 three
tank process, it has been chosen the partition with 2
regions, because the two regions partition is similar to
the natural partition of the process. On the other hand,
the process is a simple process with a few variables in
the interception border of the regions, not justifying a
third partition. For more details it can be checked [21].

Fig. 9 also has represented all the faults affecting the
process and which variables are affected by that faults.
The faults implemented are: F1 - Leak in T1; F2 - Clog
in branch with VL1; F3 - Clog in branch with VL2;

F4 - Leak in T2; F5 - B1 pump fault; F6 - B2 pump
fault; F7 - h1 sensor fault; F8 - h2 sensor fault and F9
- h3 sensor fault. The chosen faults can be simulated by
software or hardware implementation. All kinds of faults
that can happen in a process like this, are implemented.

The process variables involved in the Graph partition
are: Rh1 - level reference for tank T1; Rh2 - level reference
for tank T2; h1 - level in tank T1; h2 - level in tank T2;
h3 - level in tank T3; ∆p1 - pressure difference on the
pump B1; ∆p2 - pressure difference on the pump B2; Q1
- flow through the pump B1; Q2 - flow through the pump
B2; ω1 - “speed” of rotation of pump B1; ω2 - “speed”
of rotation of pump B2; V D2 Output - Tank T3 discharge

Figure 9. Graph partition of the AMIRA DTS200 Three Tank Bench-
mark
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valve; U1 - voltage on the motor in pump B1; I1 - current
to the motor in B1; U2 - voltage on the motor in pump B2;
I2 - current to the motor in B2; ω1r - reference for speed
controller of the pump B1 and finally, ω2r - reference for
speed controller of the pump B2.

B. FTNCS-MAS Three tanks platform implementation

The current benchmark is the Three Tanks process
presented before. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 present the defined
platform, using 4 computers (Hosts). Hosts H1, H2 and
H3 have CPUs Intel Pentium IV 3.00 GHz, with 2
GB of RAM memory and the network board Realtek
RTL8168/8111 PCI-E Gigabit Ethernet NIC, the host H4
has a CPU Intel Core 2 Duo 6600 2.40 GHz, 2 GB of
RAM memory and also the same network board. Each
computer has Windows XP�, Matlab/Simulink�, Java
virtual machine and MDCE service installed. Also, only
the Host 1 has the distributed computing toolbox and
the Real Time Toolbox� from Humusoft�. Using this
toolbox was possible to work, in real time, with the
normal simulink� simulation environment.

For this benchmark, the FTNCS-MAS platform de-
veloped allows the agents to be distributed within four
computers (as in Fig. 11). The backbone created has the
basis for running 2 pre-processors, 4 FD agents plus their
Facilitator, 2 FI agents plus their Facilitator and 2 FR
agents plus their Facilitator. This sums it up to thirteen
workers. Basically, the Host 2 has all the agents related
with the partition 1 and the Host 3 has all the agents
related with the partition 2 (see Fig. 9). For the moment,
Host 1 has the main process control agent and the data
pre-processor agents (A1 and A2). Host 2 has the FD A1,
FD A2, FI A1, FR A1 agents and the FD facilitator. For
the rest of the Hosts, please check the Fig. 11.

The communication network (e.g., Fig. 11) uses the
Ethernet network (1 Gigabit speed), with a star topology
and using a switch, which permits multiple simultaneous
conversations between agents without traffic collisions,
since the switches provide automatic network traffic iso-
lation [22].

Figure 10. Three tanks FTNCS-MAS platform.

V. PLATFORM TESTS AND RESULTS

A. Network tests

The first network tests presented here have been
done with a 100 Mbps network and using a hub for
the star network. Some tests have been done to de-
termine the lag for a full lap (process−→FDAn−→FD
facilitator−→FIAn−→FI facilitator−→process). One of
the tests was: in real time and with host H1 controlling
the process, a sine wave (with a 0.01 s sample time)
was generated in the host H1 Simulink� control model
and then, with the workers running agents in free infinite
simulation, approximately 1.1 s lag was the result of the
complete sequential loop. The time analysis shows that
the main bottleneck was the UDP receive block at the
process’s end. Since it runs in real time, if the sample time
of the UDP receive (in host H1 - process control model) is
decreased to 0.001 s, the lag also comes down to one tenth
of the previous, i.e. 0.11 s. In terms of Ethernet network
performance, tests are already made and suggested along
the years, for the 10 Mbps Ethernet network, for example
tests for the ratio, number of Ethernet utilization (in
MBits/s) by the number of hosts used, that tests can be
easily (as the previous ones, for 100 Mbps) extended to
1 Gigabit Ethernet that is been using now, by multiplying
by 10 for a 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet or multiplying by 100
for Gigabit Ethernet [22]. For the FTNC specific problem,
other tests are needed.

So, Fig. 12 presents one example of the tests done
with the AMIRA DTS200 Three Tank Process, but now
with the 1 Gigabit speed, with the star topology and
using the switch. This figure shows the level control in
the tanks with the corresponding setpoints for two hosts,
the figure presents not only the levels that are being
controlled by the main process control agent (in the host
H1), but also the levels that were transmitted by the main
process control agent (in the host H1) to agents in the
host H2 and come back to host H1. It can be seen that
exist a lag between the data in host H1 and the same

Figure 11. Agent distribution in the FTNCS-MAS platform.
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data that came back from the agent in the host H2, for
a sample time of 0.01 s, the lag obtained was 0.22 s
(mean), but in the same way, if the sample time of the
UDP received block is decreased, the lag time will also
decrease, but this should be a trade-off between the needs
for control and fault diagnosis problems and the possible
host response due to the fact that some of the hosts could
be already in over charge. For this specific problem and
using the data and platform presented, the Ethernet (1
Gigabit) is far away of being saturated because the normal
utilization percentage obtained with our tests has been
0.41 to 0.45% of network utilization, which means that
the network saturation will never be a problem issue of
this approach, with this process. The use of the Ethernet
network on FTNC problems has the great advantage of
being a standard TCP/UDP/IP network at a very low
cost, and by simple using the existing cables and using
full-duplex Ethernet switches instead of passive hubs, a
control network can be build and it can guarantee that
there will be no network collisions leading to determin-
istic. It seems perfectly realistic this approach for fault
tolerant study problem based on MAS and some tests
are needed to the possibility of remote control, knowing
that the control definition of real-time and determinism
requires that the Ethernet network must have available
its bandwidth for time-critical data transfers in less than
the maximum time period allowed for the control system
[23].

B. Host charge

Several tests have been done to understand the limits
of each host, in terms of memory, CPU, charge, page file
us-age, etc, and in terms of Gigabit Ethernet network.
Table I and Table II present the usage (obtained with the
Windows task manager), when the platform is running,
of the different hosts used in the platform depicted in
Fig. 11, with the corresponding distribution shown.

Similar tables were obtained for only the windows sys-
tems running and also another test with 10 agents on the
host 2, to see the corresponding increase on host charge

Figure 12. Level control on host H1 and the delay on the controlled
signal from host H2.

and to verify the trade-off that should exist between the
number of agents/host resources available/sample time
used for control and network. From the comparison
between the obtained tables it can be concluded that, for
the platform and architecture chosen, the host’s charge is
equally divided among hosts and the hosts have yet some
resources available making possible to deploy more agents
for some of them. The problem is then, and depending
of the micro-level of the FTC agents, if we increase the
number of agents per host, the host do not has the capacity
to respond in time. Further tests are needed to study the
ideal maximum number of agents per host, using this
platform and architecture, when dealing with problems
in fault tolerant networked control.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a new multi-agent platform and
toolbox for fault tolerant control systems.

The multi-agent systems can be a valuable software
engineering solution for the development of distributed
FTNC computer systems in complex processes, where
the complexity and the distribution of the processes asks
and needs new approaches. In addition, the wide adoption
of the Internet as an open environment, the increasing
communication capabilities and the increasing popularity
of distributed systems make the adoption of multi-agent
technology a feasible and a very interesting solution.

TABLE I.
HOST USAGE.

TABLE II.
CPU AND ETHERNET NETWORK USAGE.
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More tests, with this new FTNCS-MAS platform, must
be done to confirm these first promising results.

Future developments of the FTNCS-MAS Designer
Toolbox are needed to adapt the requirements of a FTC
system like this and also after the first feedback from the
scientific community. New FD, FI and FR agents will be
implemented for the three tank system and the FTNCS-
MAS architecture, after micro-level agent architecture
inserted, will be tested.
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